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Title: Groove Coaster - Your Best Nightmare
Genre: Action
Developer:
TAITO CORP.
Publisher:
Degica, TAITO CORP.
Release Date: 25 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows7/8.1/10 (64bit)

Processor: 2.0 GHz+

Memory: 2 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: Limited Offline Play (Steam login required every 7 days)

English,Japanese
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I have mixed feelings about this game. It really caters to a specific type of player-base. That doesn't make it a bad game; but
definately consider this before you buy:

Pros:

In terms of pixelated graphics, the game looks amazing.

Beautiful levels and cool monster designs. The game is full of different monsters, each one having unique patterns of attack.

Fantastic boss fights and a lot of fun attack patterns to dodge, with different means to fight back, depending on what random
items you grab.

The powerups are well done. The monster-card collection feature is also a nice touch, adding a little replayablility to the game
and rewarding players for collecting coins.

This plays like a better version of the traditional "Breakout" series, where you progress by breaking blocks.

Cons:

The hit detection of the monster card powerup is frustrating at times. You only get one per level, and it is annoyingly hard to hit
the enemy at times.

The voice-acting isn't very good for the characters. Characters come off as stereotypical in their personality, and the quotations
during battle seem obnoxious after a while.

Not only do all of the blocks have to be destroyed in each level; but so do the enemies. Enemies, even on level one, take three
normal hits to kill or one, well aimed, charged hit from the ball. This also goes for level one enemies. This may be nitpicking;
but I felt that this was unneccesary, given the fast enemy spawn rate. However, this won't make as much difference when you
get better at the game.

All-in-all, this game is basically an improved version of "Breakout." For Breakout fans, like myself, this game is well worth your
time and purchase. Just do yourself a favor and turn off the voice audio when you play it. Aside from that, it is well worth the
money.. Naw, game is pretty booty.
DRM is invasive.
Hilarious load times for a game such small resources.
No video options beyond window and full, awful scaling leaves everything blurry as all hell and not in a good way.
Capcom has mistaken 'Nintendo Hard' for bad design.

Not actually worth even the five dollars. Picked it up on sale, I could live without ever having played it.
It should be interesting to note that the game is literally an april fools joke, but don't spend the 5 dollars it costs to have the joke
on you.. Worst voiceacting ever. The kitten's voice in the English version is the most annoying thing I've ever heard even though
it's a game for kids. Same with the drawings: The kitten is well-drawn but have a closer look at the backgrounds: It's a very
sloppy style without any love. It leaves you with the impression that the artist didn't have skills at all or just wanted to finish
things fast.
Didn't like it at all.. More Simcity Social than Theme Hospital, it's a good paced haunted house puzzle game. Playing without
any technical failures on a mid-to-low level PC with outdated graphics card.. Warning if not 18 or older this game will be very
frightening, putt putt travels through time is the story of a drunken alcholic go through his crazy fever dreams, Dr.Firebird is his
drug dealer and all his items represent different troubles in his life, he loses them all after going through rehab, but on a quest to
get them back he falls down the spiral of drugs and alchol once again, please proceed with caution.. its a very good game but the
dlc was late

. this game made me hate my own country! why cant we be nice to polandball? i will write to government to get them to sort
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themselves out!!. Game: Guilty Gear Isuka
Genre: Fighting
Developer: Arc System Works
System: Steam (PC)
Total Score: 66/100
Value Score: 6.6/10

• Story: 1/10
• Characters: 8/10
• GamePlay: 6/10
• Graphics: 7/10
• Sound: 9/10
• Music: 10/10
• Length: 3/10
• Replay Value: 7/10
• Player Value: 5/10

Pros
+The idea of a fighting 2D party game is nice with two different planes to fight and up to 4 players can brawl with each other
+Boost mode GG is a beat em up mini game
+Factory mode lets you customize character colors
+Arcade mode lets you enjoy challenging fights against solo opponents or team opponents
+Great cast of characters to play as
+The ability to customize your game's setting with its own separate configuration tool - lets you customize controller button
placement as well and some limited visual settings
+Great OST

Cons
-No Story mode at all
-The changing planes mechanic can make the game an annoying cat and mouse type of disaster
-Due to the fact that they added two planes - they had to add a button that lets you turn around - this causes a difficulty spike to
occur due to how different it makes the gameplay compared to other guilty gear games.
-Boost Mode GG has harsh difficulty in terms of the boss fights - bosses fight exactly like they do in arcade mode NPCs
however the fact that you lose the ability to jump puts you against a unfair handicap
-Lack of graphic options make the game seem like you are playing it on a 1990s or early 2000 PC
-Lack of Online Multiplayer Option
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Interesting documentary. Nice update; gives a whole new game mode as you can switch between the 2018 and 2019 modes.. The
mechanics of this simulator is pretty spot on, it's more realistic and much less "gamey" than others I have used. As others have
stated the graphics are pretty much Google Earth pics with a simulator played atop it, not really a negative in my book short of
the pictures of planes on the runway that aren't really there, just part of the Google picture capture.

That said, there are a few bugs that make playing Frustrating as these bugs are mainly with the scoring. Each successful action
nets you only 10 points but every negative action costs you 500. I'll have the occassional plane that will never leave the terminal
and every new plane that enters or exits a nearby terminal to that stuck plane costs my 500 points due to hazard warnings. LAX
is riddled with departure and arrival scoring bugs and they get a bit quirky because they're hit and miss when you get the hazard
hit. If I've got a plane on 7L lined up and waiting with a plane landing on 7R I get hit with a penalty. If I've got a plane taking
off on 6R and one landing on 7R I get hit with a hazard penalty.

If you completely ignore the scoring (which is the biggest negative to this sim) it is fun to play, especially managing the ground
traffic. I've never been in the positive numbers due to these scoring bugs, which is BIG negative experience to this sim.

Overall, I'm giving it a thumbs up simply because I do enjoy playing this app and hope the developers give the scoring another
pass and fix these bugs.. I know it's a puzzle game but some of the logic and ways to get through different parts of the game is
just nonsensical. Maybe I'm just dumb. That's probably it actually.. This is a great little logic-based puzzle game. My one
complaint is that after the initial intro it doesn't really explain what the various symbols mean in later levels, which means that
you're kind of stuck clicking randomly for a little while until it "clicks." That said, the puzzles are quite well designed and I
found the whole game to be a very enjoyable experience.

Obviously it's not for everyone, and some people will balk at spending even 5 dollars on a game that will probably only last you a
few hours at most, but I thought it was well worth it.. loved the game in 1996, love the game now... to bad lotr 3 sucked so
bad.... Fun little arena shooter. Great airship combat game. There are aspects where its much better than the more popular Guns
of Icarus. Here you are able to jump over to the enemy ships, fight against the crew and take over the ship. I bought the game
back when it wasnt free and I didnt regret it.

Don't complain about the lack of players.

Its free. Invite a few friends and try it out!
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